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HIGH ART
A poolside studio elevates a painter’s residence.

VISION QUEST From top: The studio, distinguished by its functional
and decorative square window, was designed by Jaya Zebede of KZ
Architecture; the owner, artist Sandra Perez, at work.

When painter Sandra Perez dreamed of the perfect artist’s studio, she had no
idea that architect Jaya Zebede—the founder of Miami’s KZ Architecture—
would incorporate a key element from one of Perez’s own works, which
Zebede had purchased from Perez prior to the commission. The painting,
called “Number 4,” hangs in the dining room of Zebede’s house, and it
features an abstraction of a window. That window would become a guiding
influence on the western facade of the raised 800-square-foot studio.
Described by Zebede as “an artist’s window on the world,” the studio’s
dramatic window, cut out from man-made eco-tile, is the standout element
in this intriguing addition to the artist’s existing home. (The site overlooks
a Zebede-designed swimming pool, which in turn sits on a lake.) “I tried to
shield the harsh western light with that small opening,” Zebede insists, “but
it also became a metaphor for Sandra’s vision of the world as an artist.”
Light is a crucial factor for both painter and architect—Perez creates
landscapes in oil and acrylic, while Zebede specializes in luxury tropical
waterfront homes that emphasize indoor/outdoor living. From the
project’s inception, both wanted natural light to dominate the workspace.
“I think about light for whatever I’m creating,” Perez explains. “It’s what
makes the work move, gives it more sense, puts everything together.
Where I live, the northern light is the best for working in the studio—
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NORTHERN EXPOSURE
From top: The studio features
high ceilings and carefully
controlled natural light;
architect Jaya Zebede and
painter Sandra Perez; an
indoor-outdoor view of
Perezʼs modernist house.

it’s the most natural and abundant light. On the north side, Jaya
incorporated windows that gave me so much light that I don’t have
to turn on any fi xtures until nighttime.”
The concrete structure, with its polished concrete floors, sits
adjacent to the main house and faces west. It features a band of
clerestory windows at the underside of the roof slab, providing more
wall space for hanging canvases. Only the corners of the western
and southern elevations are articulated with floor-to-ceiling glass,
to better emphasize the lake views and prevent light from flooding
the studio. Overhangs atop three exterior sides of the building, as
well as sunshades attached to the windows, also help to modulate
the South Florida sunlight.
For Zebede, whose design philosophy is built on context
and purpose, the commission was unique because it was her
fi rst opportunity to create a space for an artist. She relished the
construction of a creative sanctuary. “They say that architects love
two genres of projects: spiritual spaces and artistic spaces, and that
includes churches, museums and art galleries,” Zebede explains.
“Both kinds of spaces transcend the mundane, and they have a
purpose that enhances the human experience. With this project
in particular, I tried to fuse the creative and spiritual process.”
It is not happenstance that the studio is elevated, rising 20 inches
above the main house; the positioning suggests an exalted place, where
all who enter may bask in its abundant light and artistic atmosphere.
“It’s a space you step up into,” she says, “someplace heightened that’s
special. There’s an energy here that pulls you up. Everybody feels it
when they step inside.”
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“IT’S A SPACE THAT YOU
STEP UP INTO, SOMEPLACE
HEIGHTENED THAT’S SPECIAL.
THERE’S AN ENERGY HERE
THAT PULLS YOU UP,”
SAYS JAYA ZEBEDE.

